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Hello!
We are Mitch & Jess - the husband and wife team behind Mitchell Bink Concrete Design.

Firstly, we want to say thank you, thank you for taking the time to check out our business.

We began Mitchell Bink Concrete Design in 2013 whilst Mitch was working for his dad at Fyshwick  
Cement Products and whilst Jess was working full time for a company in Canberra. After many 
years of working with concrete, Mitch saw an opening for a new and innovative concrete product in  
Canberra.

Stepping out of his comfort zone and moving away from the family business, Mitch and Jess began 
Mitchell Bink Concrete Design. 

Mitch - the brains, the hands, the ideas man, the go-getter. 

Jess - Administration, Accounts, HR, Marketing, Social Media, Receptionist.

For those of you who watch Suits - we like to think we’re Harvey Spector & Donna. Together, along 
with our team of artisans, we make a pretty good team. 

Away from work and business, you will find us spending time renovating our home, spending time 
with our dogs, Zeus & Apollo, or spending quality time with family and friends. 

Mitch will be mountain bike riding, watching footy, on the hunt for new walking trails, listening to 
podcasts or watching the latest documentaries on History or Science. 

Jess will be at the Canberra Farmers Markets, going for walks whilst listening to podcasts, 
spending way too much time on Pinterest looking for healthy recipes, cooking or watching the 
latest Netflix documentary on health, food and the human body. Oh and the occassional reality tv 
show (as Mitch shakes his head in disgust haha).

We are so passionate about our business and what we do. Mitchell Bink Concrete Design is such a 
huge part of our life and a journey we hope to continue for many years to come.

We hope we have the opportunity to meet you, chat with you about our product and how it could 
work throughout your home or business.

Thanks again for checking out our business, we truly do appreciate the support.

Mitch & Jess x
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T H E  O V A T E  T A B L E  R A N G E

When we came up with the idea for the Ovate Table Range, we wanted to produce something different, 
something you can’t easily find in furniture stores, something unique and something with a wow factor.

The oval design of this table range is not only characteristically distinctional and practical but displays a 
surpassing edge of beauty.

This signature table design is available in two sizes:

Small = 1850mm x 900mm x 20mm (4-6 Seater) for $1900 (top only); and

Medium = 2400mm x 1200mm x 20mm (8-10 Seater) for $2400 (top only).

Your table top is available in multiple colours and multiple base options. Our table bases usually range from 
$700 - $1400 but this depends on the final design and material. 

Your new Ovate dining table can be ready for delivery in as quick as three weeks.

Not only is the Ovate Table Range perfect for the indoors, it can also be used as an outdoor dining table as well 
as an office boardroom table or desk.
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Mitchell Bink Concrete Design specialises in Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete (GFRC or GRC) with all products 
being manufactured from our workshop in Hume, Canberra.

What is GFRC? In short, GFRC consists of cement, fine aggregate, acrylic co-polymer, water and glass fibers.

Why GFRC? GFRC has been used for the past 30 years by decorative concrete artisans who have discovered 
the benefits of GFRC.

It gives much higher flexural and tensile strengths than normal concrete, this enables us to apply it to a wide 
range of requests.

Your Ovate table top can be made in many different colours  as listed on Page 7, but also colours such as pink, 
blue, green and much more! 

Y O U R  O V A T E  T A B L E  T O P
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Y O U R  O V A T E  T A B L E  B A S E

When selecting a base to go with your Ovate table top, we offer a range of timber and powder coated steel 
bases.

Our timber bases can be produced in a range of different timbers such as Blackbutt, Tasmanian Oak, White 
Oak & Walnut. Other timbers are also available if requested. 

Whilst we have a range of table bases displayed throughout this information booklet, we are not limited to what 
is displayed. If you have a different idea for your table base, you are welcome to send any ideas through to us, 
we will see if the base could work with our Ovate table top then forward the ideas to our fabricators to Quote.

 



At Mitchell Bink Concrete Design we offer a range of colours to our clients.

Our specialised mix starts with pure white cement, we then add black or coloured oxide to achieve different 
shades and colours. We offer a set range of colours (image 1-10 below) however any colour can be achieved 

through a custom sample process (if required). All grey colours can have a warm (image 9 & 10 below) or cool  
(image 1-8 below) tone. 

Most projects are white, grey or black, but we certainly offer colours like pink, blue and green to name a few. 

T A B L E  T O P  C O L O U R S 
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1. PABLO WHITE 2. CREAM

3. SILVER FOX 4. GREY GOOSE 5. RAINMAKER

6. SMOKEY 8. CARBON

9. SIMPLY TAUPE

7. NIGHT FALL

10. CAFE GREY



I N S P I R A T I O N  B O A R D 
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SML: $2600
MED: $3400

SML: $2850
MED: $3400

SML: $2850
MED: $3400

*All prices exclude Delivery. 
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SML: $2850
MED: $3400

SML: $3000
MED: $3500

SML: $2850
MED: $3400

SML: $2600
MED: $3400

SML: $2850
MED: $3400

*All prices exclude Delivery. 

I N S P I R A T I O N  B O A R D 
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I N S P I R A T I O N  B O A R D 

SML: $2850
MED: $3400

SML: $2850
MED: $3400

SML: $3000
MED: $3500

*All prices exclude Delivery. 
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Handmade
When buying from a hand maker, you are buying more than just an object. 

You are buying hundreds of hours of failure and experimentation.

You are buying days, weeks and months of frustration and pure joy.

You aren’t just buying a thing, you are buying a piece of us and building our 
passion.

All of this, whilst most importantly supporting a local business.
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